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The evolutionary origin of the autopod involved a loss of the fin-fold and

associated dermal skeleton with a concomitant elaboration of the distal endo-

skeleton to form a wrist and digits. Developmental studies, primarily from

teleosts and amniotes, suggest a model for appendage evolution in which a

delay in the AER-to-fin-fold conversion fuelled endoskeletal expansion

by prolonging the function of AER-mediated regulatory networks. Here, we

characterize aspects of paired fin development in the paddlefish Polyodon
spathula (a non-teleost actinopterygian) and catshark Scyliorhinus canicula
(chondrichthyan) to explore aspects of this model in a broader phylogenetic

context. Our data demonstrate that in basal gnathostomes, the autopod

marker HoxA13 co-localizes with the dermoskeleton component And1 to

mark the position of the fin-fold, supporting recent work demonstrating a

role for HoxA13 in zebrafish fin ray development. Additionally, we show that

in paddlefish, the proximal fin and fin-fold mesenchyme share a common

mesodermal origin, and that components of the Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf tran-

scriptional network critical to limb bud outgrowth and patterning are

expressed in the fin-fold with a profile similar to that of tetrapods. Together

these data draw contrast with hypotheses of AER heterochrony and suggest

that limb-specific morphologies arose through evolutionary changes in the

differentiation outcome of conserved early distal patterning compartments.

1. Introduction
The transition from fins to limbs during the tetrapod invasion of land is one of

the compelling puzzles in comparative anatomy, and provides a paradigm for

exploring the relationship between skeletal development and anatomical

novelty in a macro-evolutionary context [1,2]. The paired fins of gnathostomes

contain two types of structural supports, a series of endoskeletal radials proxi-

mally, and a dermoskeleton consisting of connective tissue (e.g. actinotrichia/

ceratotrichia) and fin rays, distally. Sarcopterygian fossils record both the gra-

dual elaboration of distal fin endoskeletons (e.g. Sauripterus [3]), as well as a

reduction in the relative size of the dermoskeleton (e.g. Tiktaalik [4]) before its

complete loss in the first limbs (e.g. Acanthostega [5]). Interestingly, fossils

such as Sauripterus demonstrate substantial overlap between the dermal rays

and endoskeleton, a tissue distribution considered problematic in the context

of current developmental models for fin-limb evolution [2,6].

Over the past several decades, the integration of fossil and molecular datasets

has provided new insights into appendage evolution (e.g. [2,7–9]), with a particu-

lar focus on Hox family transcription factors and their role in proximo-distal

patterning of the endoskeleton [10–14]. In tetrapods, limbs form as outgrowths

of body wall lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) and overlying ectoderm, ultimately
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giving rise to a morphologically regionalized series of bones,

the stylopod, zeugopod and autopod. During this process,

HoxA and HoxD cluster genes are expressed in early and late

phases [15] regulated by enhancer topology domains outside

the cluster [14,16,17]. Of these genes, HoxA11 and HoxA13
have emerged as molecular markers for the regions of the

limb bud that give rise to the zeugopod and autopod, respect-

ively [18–20]. Meis expression marks the position of the

stylopod in response to proximalizing signals from the trunk

[21–25], though the specific mechanisms underlying Meis

and Hox boundary formation remain actively investigated [26].

The regulatory networks that integrate limb bud outgrowth

and patterning have been partially characterized in mouse and

chick, revealing key molecular interactions between the pos-

terior limb bud mesenchyme (i.e. the zone of polarizing

activity, ZPA) and the distal limb bud ectoderm (the apical

ectodermal ridge, AER) [27,28]. In one pathway, Sonic

Hedgehog (Shh) from the ZPA induces expression of the

Bmp-antagonist Gremlin, which blocks Bmp inhibition of Fgf
expression in the AER. In turn, Fgfs from the AER maintain

ZPA-Shh, propagating a feedback loop that terminates with

digit chondrogenesis [29–37]. Interestingly, recent work in

mice demonstrates that LIM-homeodomain transcription fac-

tors mediate Shh induction of Gremlin, and integrate this

pathway with a second positive feedback loop between

mesenchymal Fgf10 and AER-Fgfs [38]. Components of both

of these pathways are expressed within the autopod-forming

field and are required for expansion of the limb bud primordia

and proper patterning of the digits [27,28].

One of the keys to understanding the fin-to-limb transition

is gaining insight into how ancestral gene networks were modi-

fied to give rise to limb-specific morphologies. Unlike

tetrapods, in cartilaginous and bony fishes the endoskeleton

articulates with a dermal skeleton, which provides structural

support for the distal fin-fold. To date, the early development

of the dermal skeleton has been primarily studied in teleosts

[9,39–42]. These studies indicate that in early fin buds, the

distal ectoderm thickens and gives rise to a short apical fold

(AF) that is histologically [41] and molecularly [43] similar to

the tetrapod AER. The AF then elongates to form the fin-fold

proper, which opens proximally to create a transient extracellu-

lar space where the first connective tissue components of

the dermal skeleton, the actinotrichia, are deposited. Shortly

thereafter, mesenchymal cells from the proximal fin migrate

along the actinotrichia to populate the fin-fold [41], a process

that has been shown to require Actinodin (an actinotrichia

component [9]) and AER infiltration by somitic cells [44].

Morphogenetic differences between the formation of limbs

and teleost paired fins provide the embryological context for

current models of the fin-to-limb transition. According to

Thorogood’s [45] influential ‘clock’ model, delays in the con-

version of the AER to a fin-fold prolong the signalling

influence of the AER on the endoskeletal mesenchyme, result-

ing in an expansion of the fin radials and a reduction of the

dermoskeleton. Limbs, which lack a dermoskeleton, reflect

the extreme of this hypothesis in that the AER persists through

autopod formation, never giving rise to a fin-fold. While Thor-

ogood’s original model was morphogenetic, the conceptual

framework it introduced (i.e. a heterochronic shift in the rela-

tive timing of AER-to-fin-fold conversion) remains a key

aspect of more recent models of appendage evolution that

incorporate molecular datasets [2,12,46–48]. In these molecu-

lar models, Meis and HoxA/D transcription factors regionalize
the endoskeletal mesenchyme, but are absent from the fin-

fold, which is treated as a uniquely patterned module

[13,14,49,50]; but see [51,52]. A recent functional study in zebra-

fish, however, has challenged this assumption, demonstrating

that Cre-mediated labelling of cells with a history of activating

the spotted gar HoxA enhancer e16 contribute to the fin-fold,

and that fin rays fail to form in the absence of functional

Hox13 paralogues [53]. Remarkably, these results provide evi-

dence for a deep homology between the distal skeleton of

finned and limbed vertebrates [53], though the phylogenetic

distribution of HoxA13 expression relative to the dermal fin

compartment of non-teleosts is unknown.

Herein, we characterize aspects of paired fin formation in

the basal actinopterygian Polyodon spathula (American paddle-

fish) and the chondrichthyan Scyliorhinus canicula (lesser

spotted catshark) to evaluate models of fin-limb evolution in

a broader phylogenetic context and to better understand fin-

fold ontogeny. Our new data reveal that HoxA13 expression

marks the position of the fin-fold, providing evidence that

this feature is plesiomorphic to gnathostomes. Additionally,

in paddlefish we show that the mesenchyme of the proximal

fin and fin-fold share a common embryonic origin, and that

components of the Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf transcriptional

network critical to distal limb formation are expressed in the

fin-fold with a profile similar to that of tetrapods. Together,

these data support an early developmental similarity between

the fin-fold and autopod [53], and suggest that AER-mediated

regulatory networks may be maintained following fin-fold

formation. We propose a scenario for gnathostome appendage

evolution in which limb-specific morphologies arose through

changes in the differentiation outcomes of conserved early

proximo-distal patterning domains.
2. Material and methods
(a) Animals
Embryos of P. spathula were obtained from Osage Catfisheries Inc.

(Osage Beach, MO, USA), raised in 188C freshwater tanks, fixed in

Carnoy’s solution, and stored in 100% ethanol at 2208C. Embryos

of S. canicula were obtained from Roscoff Marine Station (France),

raised in 178C seawater, fixed in 4% PFA, and stored in 100%

methanol at 2208C. Staging according to [54–56].

(b) Cloning
Paddlefish cDNA was generated according to [52], and primers

were designed based on transcriptome sequences ([57]; electronic

supplementary material, table S1). PCR products were cloned

into pGEM-T Easy (Promega) and sequenced (Genscript). Protein

sequences, and homologues identified via BLAST, were aligned

with MUSCLE [58] and alignments trimmed with trimAl [59].

Orthology was confirmed by BIONJ [60] neighbour joining

analysis (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and S2).

(c) In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry
For in situ hybridizations, full PCR products obtained from primer

sets were used for probe synthesis according to [52]. Single and

double in situs were performed as described in [52,61], respectively.

Sense probe was used with stage-matched specimens as a negative

control. For immunohistochemistry, embryos were cryosectioned

following in situ hybridization, rinsed (PBS-Tw), blocked (5%NGS

in PBS-Tw) and incubated in anti-skeletal muscle antibody 12–

101 (DSHB; 1 : 20 in block). Sections were rinsed, incubated in

HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Hþ L) (Life Technologies),

rinsed again, and developed using an SK-4100 peroxidase substrate
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Figure 1. 50 HoxA expression for paddlefish (a – c) and catshark (d – f ). (a) Double in situ for Sox9 (blue)þAnd1 (red). Stage 45 skeletal muscle labelled with
12-101 (brown). (b) HoxA11 and HoxA11 (blue)þAnd1 (red). (c) HoxA13 and HoxA13 (blue)þAnd1 (red). (d – f ) In situ for And1 (d ), HoxA11 (e) and HoxA13 ( f ) in
catshark. Whole fins: ventral view, anterior is left. Cross sections: ventral is left. Dashed lines: approximate plane of section. Scale bars, 200 mm.
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kit (Vector labs). Whole mount imaging was done using a Zeiss

Discovery.V12 Stereo microscope with AxioCam MRc5 camera.

(d) DiI labelling
DiI injections were performed as described in [62]. Somite and

nephric duct margins were used as landmarks to target LPM.

Injected embryos were photographed at time of injection (Stage

23/24), raised to Stage 43/44, and fixed in 4% PFA. Embryos

with the brightest fluorescence were cryosectioned, counter-

stained with Phalloidin (1 : 200) and DAPI (1 : 10 000), and

imaged using a Zeiss 710 Confocal Microscope.

(e) Histology
Cryosections were generated as described in [52]. Specimens were

embedded in JB4-Plus (Polysciences), sectioned on a LKB-8801

ultra-microtome, stained with 0.5% Toluidine blue and imaged

using a Zeiss AxioImager.M2 microscope with Axiocam 503 camera.
3. Results
In paddlefish, molecularly distinct endoskeletal and dermos-

keletal compartments are established by the early fin-bud

stage [52], presaging the ultimate arrangement of fin radials

and actinotrichia in larvae [63]. In order to determine the

tissue context for fin-fold patterning, we compared the label-

ling domains of the prechondrogenic marker Sox9, the fin-

fold actinotrichia marker And1[9], and the skeletal muscle anti-

body 12–101 (figure 1a) with plastic-embedded cross sections

through the pectoral fin (electronic supplementary material,

figure S3). Consistent with a previous report in paddlefish,

Sox9 and And1 were expressed by Stage 41 [52], making visible

the cryptic boundary of the fin-fold mesenchyme and ectoderm

proximal to the AF, as well as the position of endoskeletal con-

densations (figure 1a; electronic supplementary material, figure

S3d). Significantly, Sox9 and And1 expression persisted through

later stages (Stages 42–45), despite expansion of both compart-

ments and the differentiation of the fin radial anlagen into

cartilage (figure 1a; electronic supplementary material, figure
S3e–g). By Stage 45, 12–101-positive myofibres were present

in the dorsal and ventral muscle masses, aligning distally

with the Sox9/And1 boundary (figure 1a).

In tetrapods, the proximo-distally segregated expression

domains of Meis, HoxA11 and HoxA13 mark the precursor

regions of the limb bud that give rise to the stylopod, zeugo-

pod and autopod, respectively [18–20]. Given the early

specification of paddlefish fin buds into endoskeletal and

dermoskeletal compartments—and the highly mesenchymal

nature of the fin-fold in cross section—we next characterized

the expression of Meis2, HoxA11 and HoxA13 to determine if

these genes segregated with And1 patterning boundaries and

morphological regionalization of the skeleton. In stage 42–45

pectoral fins, transcripts of Meis2 were restricted to the

anterior and posterior proximal mesenchyme (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S3). At these stages, HoxA11
expression overlapped with Meis2 posteriorly and in section

was continuous between the mesenchyme of the proximal

fin and And1-positive fin-fold in the posterior part of the

fin (figure 1b). By contrast, HoxA13 expression was distally

restricted, nesting within the broader domain of HoxA11
(figure 1b,c). Strikingly, the proximal boundary of HoxA13
expression aligned with that of And1 (figure 1c).

The co-localization of HoxA13 and mesenchymal

And1 indicates a patterning similarity between the fin-fold of

paddlefish and the autopod, despite differences in the differen-

tiation outcome of these distal appendage compartments. In

order to test the antiquity of this feature, we extended our

analysis of 50HoxA and And1 expression to the catshark as a

representative chondrichthyan. Previous work in catshark

has shown that And1 marks the position of the fin-fold in

early fin buds [52], supporting a molecular similarity between

the ceratotrichia of chondrichthyans and actinotrichia of

actinopterygians. Consistent with this work, we observed

And1 expression in the distal fin ectoderm and mesenchyme

of St. 29 pectoral fins (figure 1d). At this stage, HoxA11 was

expressed in the muscle buds extending from the base of the

fin and the distal fin mesenchyme (figure 1e). By contrast, tran-

scripts of HoxA13 were exclusive to the distal fin mesenchyme,
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forming a domain that in section roughly aligned with that of

both HoxA11 and And1 (figure 1f ). Together, these data sup-

port the overlap of 50HoxA genes in the distal fin (as in [64]),

and demonstrate that in catshark, like paddlefish, HoxA13
co-localizes with And1.

One prediction of heterochrony-based hypotheses for

appendage evolution is that in finned vertebrates, the AER-

to-AF conversion disrupts epithelial–mesenchymal signalling

interactions that expand the Hox-patterned mesenchyme of the

proximal fin [2,14,46,47,49]. In the lineage leading to tetrapods,

retention of the AER at the expense of the fin-fold would have

prolonged AER-mediated signalling, leading to an elaboration

of the endoskeleton and, ultimately, the origin of digits. In pad-

dlefish and catshark, the early specification of the fin-fold, and

its conserved HoxA13 identity with the autopod, together with

functional data from zebrafish [53], challenge assumptions of

fin-fold modularity and fuel the hypothesis that homologous

AER-mediated regulatory networks may pattern the distal

part of both fins and limbs. To test this hypothesis during fin-

fold formation in paddlefish, we surveyed the expression of

components of the Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf transcriptional net-

work critical to distal limb bud outgrowth and patterning

[27,28,38].

Unexpectedly, in paddlefish transcripts of Shh, its recep-

tors Ptch1 and Ptch2, and the Shh response element Gli1,

were detected within the And1-positive mesenchyme of the

posterior fin-fold, suggesting a role for Shh in fin-fold pattern-

ing (figure 2a–c; electronic supplementary material, figure S5).

Consistent with this result, predicted downstream components

of the Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf regulatory network were also

expressed within the And1 domain, forming a pattern similar

to that observed in the distal limb bud. Of these genes, the

LIM-homeodomain transcription factor Lhx2 was posteriorly

regionalized (figure 2e), overlapping with both the pre-

sumptive region of Shh signalling (figure 2a–c; electronic

supplementary material, figure S5a) and Gremlin1 (figure 2f ),
which formed a well-defined domain adjacent to the fin-fold
‘ZPA’. Transcripts of Bmp4, a Gremlin inhibitory target, were

detected along much of the distal fin-fold mesenchyme and

ectoderm proximal to the AF (figure 2g). A larger region of

mesenchymal Bmp4 expression was detected posteriorly, align-

ing with the expression of Tbx2 (electronic supplementary

material, figure S5b), a Gremlin repressor and target of Bmp sig-

nalling in mouse limb buds [30]. In tetrapods, Bmp4 as well as

Fgf4, Fgf8 and Fgf9 mark the AER [65]. In paddlefish, these Fgfs,
like Bmp4, were expressed in the proximal ectodermal cells of

the AF directly adjacent to the fin-fold mesenchyme, but not

is the distal AF (figure 2h,i; electronic supplementary material,

figure S5c). Posteriorly, Fgf9 expression extended to the base of

the fin, overlapping the domains of Lhx2, Gremlin1, and Shh
(figure 2a–c,e,f). As potential readouts of Fgf signalling, we

also examined the ETS transcription factors Etv4 and Etv5, as

well as the retinoic acid degradation enzyme Cyp26b1, all

markers of distal limb identity and downstream effectors of

AER-Fgf signalling [66–68]. While Etv4 was weakly expressed,

both Etv5 and Cyp26b1 were strongly expressed in the fin-fold

(electronic supplementary material, figure S5d– f ).
During limb development, the Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf

regulatory loop functions in concert with epithelial-mesenchy-

mal signalling between AER-Fgf8 and distal limb bud

mesenchyme Fgf10, both of which continue to be expressed

through autopod formation [69,70]. Notably, LIM homeo-

domain transcription factors also mediate this interaction,

integrating patterning information along both the proximo-

distal and antero-posterior axes of the limb bud [38]. In paddle-

fish, transcripts of Fgf10 were expressed throughout the

fin-fold mesenchyme (figure 2j), co-localizing with the

domains of Lhx9 anteriorly and Lhx2 posteriorly (figure 2d,e).

In section, distal Fgf10 expression directly abutted that of the

AF-Fgfs (figure 2j), recapitulating the pattern in distal limbs.

In tetrapods, both the proximal (stylopod/zeugopod) and

distal (autopod) bones of the limbs derive from LPM, and it

is generally regarded that this is also the case for the fin radials

of non-tetrapods. In order to test whether the mesenchyme
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of the proximal fin bud and fin-fold share a common LPM

origin in paddlefish, we used a combined gene expression

and vital dye fate-mapping approach. In jawed vertebrates,

the T-box transcription factor Tbx5 is expressed throughout

the pectoral region and provides a molecular marker for the

anterior LPM (e.g. catshark: [71]; zebrafish: [72]; chick: [73]).

In paddlefish, Tbx5 expression was present by Stage 38 in the

earliest fin buds (figure 3a; electronic supplementary material,

figure S6a,b) and persisted through later stages of outgrowth

(figure 3b,c; electronic supplementary material, figure S6c– f ).
In Stage 43 cross sections, transcripts of Tbx5 were detected

throughout the region of Sox9 expression proximally and

And1 distally, suggesting that both the endoskeletal and fin-

fold mesenchyme derive from LPM (compare figures 1a and

3d and electronic supplementary material, figure S6e,f ).
To assess this directly, we used the lipophilic vital dye DiI to

label the LPM of embryos shortly after gastrulation, prior

to somitic cell emigration into the fins and body wall (Stage

23/24) (figure 3d; electronic supplementary material, figure

S7). At this stage the margins of the somites and the nephric

duct are visible (electronic supplementary material, figure

S7a), providing mesodermal landmarks for LPM targeting.
We then reared injected embryos (n ¼ 27) to Stages 43/44

(figure 3e) and selected embryos with brightest labelling in

the pectoral fin (n ¼ 15) for sectioning (n ¼ 3). Consistent

with long-term Tbx5 expression, DiI-positive cells were pre-

sent throughout the proximal and fin-fold mesenchyme

(figure 3f–h; electronic supplementary material, figure S7b,c),

confirming that both tissues receive contributions from a

common population of LPM. Dilution of labelling by cell div-

ision, however, precluded mapping the distribution of LPM

in the mature anatomy of older larvae.
4. Discussion
Our characterization of HoxA expression in paddlefish refines

previous data for this taxon [10,74] and demonstrates that tran-

scripts of HoxA13 co-localize with the actinotrichia protein

And1 in the fin-fold (figure 4a). We also show a similar overlap

in catshark, indicating that HoxA13 likely marked the pattern-

ing boundary of the early dermal skeleton in ancestral

gnathostomes (figure 4a). These data, together with functional

data demonstrating a role for Hox13 paralogues in zebrafish
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fin ray patterning, highlight flexibility in the differentiation

outcome of Hox-patterned compartments across phylogeny

[51–53]. Notably, the complete overlap between HoxA13 and

HoxA11 expression in paddlefish and catshark is consistent

with observations from teleosts [51,78], suggesting the reported

negative effects of Hox13 proteins on distal HoxA11 expression

were acquired inthe tetrapod lineage [79], likely through theevol-

ution of a novel enhancer driving antisense transcript from the

HoxA11 locus [80]. While the modular nature of HoxA/D

knockout phenotypes [15,53], HoxD regulatory switching in

wrist formation [16] and stabilization of digit pentadactyly

[80] all support the significance of Hox compartmentalization

during limb development, the function of distal Hox11
expression during fin development remains elusive.
The localization of HoxA13 expression to the fin-fold and

autopod indicates a developmental similarity between the mor-

phologically regionalized distal compartment of fins and limbs

(figure 4a) [51–53]. Importantly, this observation raises new

questions about how the regulatory networks underpinning

appendage formation evolved to expand the endoskeleton

and reduce the fin-fold in tetrapods. Experimental manipula-

tions in zebrafish have shown that overexpression of HoxD13
[11], or rescue of the AER by serial AF removal [42] result in

ectopic expansion of the endoskeleton. Similarly, knockdown

of Actinodin1/2 in zebrafish compromises the formation of the

fin-fold and results in a distal gene expression profile consistent

with digit polydactyly, a phenotype typical of early tetrapods

[9]. Notably, these data recapitulate aspects of the fin-to-limb
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transition, and in part support a trade-off between formation of

the endoskeleton and fin-fold (sensu Thorogood’s clock model

[45]); however, the degree to which the morphogenetic

dynamics of distal fin development in teleosts reflect those of

other finned vertebrates remains poorly understood.

In paddlefish, endoskeletal and fin-fold compartments

are specified early and expand throughout subsequent stages

of development. During this process, components of the Shh/

LIM/Gremlin/Fgf transcriptional network required for distal

limb outgrowth and polarization are expressed within the fin-

fold with a profile similar to that of the autopod (figure 4b).

While future functional work is required to establish how mem-

bers of this network interact during fin-fold development,

our data suggest that Fgf-producing cells of the proximal AF

maintain AER function following fin-fold formation and med-

iate transcription of genes associated with distal appendage

identity, including those of the HoxA/D clusters [16,21,25,

52,67,81]. It is worth noting that the anuran Eleutherodactylus
and urodeles lack a morphological AER [82,83], whereas certain

lacertids and chelonians have a folded AER histologically com-

parable to the initial AF of fishes [40,82]. Such variation across

phylogeny indicates that the signalling role of the distal appen-

dage ectoderm is not coupled to local morphology [82], so long

as the epithelium is adjacent to the underlying mesenchyme, a

condition met in the proximal fin-folds of both paddlefish and

catshark (figure 4b).

Recent fate-mapping studies in zebrafish have confirmed

morphological descriptions to show that pectoral fin-bud

mesenchyme derives from LPM [40,84]. Somitic mesoderm,

by contrast, gives rise to the abaxial dorsal and ventral

muscle masses [84,85], as well as cells that infiltrate the AER

to induce ectodermal folding and AF outgrowth [45]. Our

Tbx5 and fate-mapping analyses for paddlefish demonstrate

that a common LPM population—at least at the resolution of

our injections—contributes to both the proximal fin and

fin-fold mesenchyme, indicating this feature is not unique to

teleosts [84]. While our DiI-labelled cells could not be tracked

to differentiated anatomy, recent long-term labelling exper-

iments in medaka demonstrate that LPM contributes to both

the pectoral fin radials (endoskeleton) and late forming

dermal rays (dermoskeleton), with no apparent contributions

from neural crest ([84]; see also [86] and references therein).

These results are consistent with data from tetrapods where

LPM contributes to both the proximal limb and autopod,

further supporting the conservation of early, distal appendage

development between finned and limbed vertebrates.

Fossils fill the morphological gaps between extant taxa and

provide the anatomical context for inferences about the devel-

opment of basal lineages bracketing the fin-to-limb transition.

Considering patterns of skeletal evolution in light of the

data presented in this study, we suggest an interpretation of
transitional morphologies that differs from the endoskeleton/

dermoskeleton trade-off predicted by variations of the

clock model [45]. In tetrapods, HoxA13-positive cells of the

distal limb give rise to the bones of the autopod through a

chondrogenic programme mediated by Sox9 [19,81,87]. By con-

trast, in paddlefish and catshark, HoxA13 is expressed in the

fin-fold, forming a boundary with the more proximal Sox9-

positive chondrogenic mesenchyme of the nascent fin radials

(figure 4a). As mentioned above, zebrafish Cre-mediated

maps of the HoxA enhancer e16 demonstrate labelling through-

out dermal rays, with no labelling in the endoskeletal radials

[53]. While long-term tracking of Sox9 and HoxA13 lineages

is not currently tractable in basal actinopterygians or chon-

drichthyans, our expression analyses, together with these

transgenic zebrafish results for late anatomy, demonstrate a

striking contrast in the differentiation outcome of HoxA13 pat-

terned cells between tetrapods and non-sarcopterygian fishes.

Furthermore, these observations suggest that the novel acqui-

sition of chondrogenic competency in the distal compartment

of paired appendages—likely in the context of a conserved

Shh/LIM/Gremlin/Fgf distal regulatory network—was a

key step in elaborating the endoskeleton to form the bones of

the autopod. These developmental changes are likely reflected

in the dual differentiation outcomes (i.e. dermal and endoske-

letal) of sarcopterygian fossils such as Sauripterus (figure 4c),

and are supported by both the capacity for transgenic mice

to activate zebrafish Actinodin enhancers in the autopod ecto-

derm [88], and transgenic zebrafish to activate Mouse HoxA11

AS enhancers in the fin-fold [80]. While not invoking anatom-

ical homology between elements of the dermoskeleton and

autopod, this scenario posits a deep regulatory homology

[53,89] for the early distal appendage in gnathostomes.
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